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Mises - Decentralized Personal Accounts and 
Social Relations                 

 
Abstract 

 
This article proposes a method and application of a decentralized personal account, Mises 
ID. Basic personal information and social relations of users are stored on Mises ID account, 
which can provide identification, developing social relations and promotion service to third 
party. Mises ID is generated by cryptography and blockchain technology. It’s unique, 
secured, and private. Besides, it's also compatible with Ethereum addresses. Mises ID 
accounts and data are 100% owned by the user. Any access must be authorized by the user. 
PBFT algorithm of Mises network helps to build a blockchain to ensure data consistency and 
security. Each modification to users' account data is stored on the blockchain. We will also 
develop a Twitter-like content-based community, Mises Discover, to demonstrate the usage 
of Mises ID and showcase building a decentralized community. 

 
Problem 

 
Thirty years after the rapid development of the Internet, large tech companies such as 
Facebook, Google, and Twitter have emerged. They have monopolized social media, search 
engine, press, and other vital areas. In recent years, the abuse of power by large companies has 
become a significant threat to personal freedom. 

1. People’s accounts and data are not in their own hands. For example, Twitter 
permanently banned the US ex-president Trump's Twitter account, and more than 
70,000 Trump supporters' accounts. 

2. Facebook and other large companies are censoring content contrary to their 
opinions by deleting accounts, putting freedom of speech on the Internet at risk. 

3. Big companies are capable of manipulating the spread of information by search 
ranking and recommendation algorithms. 

4. Big companies are suppressing small platforms. For example, Parler was removed 
from Apple App Store and Google Play Store, and Amazon stopped providing cloud 
services to stop the growth of small platform. 
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While social media and search engine have become the portals of Internet users, new small and 
medium-sized platforms or services have to buy traffic from several monopolistic tech giants 
to develop their new platforms or services. On the one hand, the chance of organic exposure 
becomes smaller, and on the other hand, those companies which are supported by capital can 
buy out traffic, making it difficult for innovative start-up to grow up, and copycats may rely on 
capital advantages to win. 

 
Large monopolistic companies have a large amount of user behavior data to analyze in order to 
acquire information on user preference. For example, as China's largest search engine, Baidu has 
done a series of products such as QA forums, knowledge sharing communities, to compete with 
small companies, or individual websites. As a result, the first page of the search result from 
Baidu could contain 7 out of 10 links to websites built by Baidu company itself. This behavior is 
a monopoly and also reduces the value of Baidu's search engine itself. Amazon is not an e-
commerce marketplace platform but runs its own online store. It has all sales and operation data 
from merchants on Amazon. If Amazon finds a particular product very popular, it will sell the 
product on its own store and lead the traffic to it. 

 
The Internet was constructed to be an open, decentralized, and information interconnected 
network at the very beginning. IP protocols, application layer Email, DNS are all typical 
decentralized architectures. Today, can we regain the original aspirations of Internet designers to 
achieve decentralized services in social networks, media, communities, search engine, e-
commerce, and more importantly, let users be willing to use them and break the monopoly of big 
companies? 

 

Solution 
 
To break the monopolistic service on the Internet, we may naturally turn to 
decentralizing as solution. But a 100% decentralization network faces insurmountable 
difficulties. 

1. Unbearable resource consumption. Taking Tiktok as an example, if we store all the short 
videos uploaded by users in each node, obviously no node can store such a large number 
of videos, and the existing blockchain technology cannot solve it. One possible method is 
to save only 3-4 copies of each video in the decentralized network, and the decentralized 
network maintains a DHT to help users obtain the video. Even by so, the cost is 5-10 
times higher than that of a centralized solution, and at the same time, we will sacrifice 
user experience significantly. 

2. Unbearable performance. In a decentralized network, we cannot assume that all nodes 
are trustworthy. Every modification on data has to reach consensus states. The existing 
POW, POS, and even DPOS are far from being comparable to the efficiency of 
centralization network. For example, suppose there is a decentralized Twitter. On this 
platform each like, or comment needs to go through consensus algorithm to change the 
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states. In that case, no decentralized solution can support a community of tens of 
millions of users as of now.  

 
3. No one can afford the cost. The cost of reaching a consensus state on a decentralized 

network is too high. So far, almost all successful blockchain projects are built for 
financial services. That's because users only would like to pay the price of 
decentralization for business like finance which requires high trust and has high 
profitability. 

4. It's difficult for decentralized services to compete with traditional centralized services. 
Decentralized services have the advantages of security and trust. But the question is 
whether ordinary users care about this subject. They may care more about whether they 
could find the content they like, if goods and service providers have reasonable prices, 
and if it has good user experience. Therefore, besides maintaining their own 
advantages, decentralized services must be close to centralized services in terms of user 
experience. In the early days, when decentralized services have no advantages in 
content and experience, it's an excellent strategy to acquire some seed users, 
specifically some user groups and content creators sensitive to monopoly. 

 
It is impossible to decentralize all content on the Internet completely. The most 
significant benefit the Internet brings to people is the convenience of obtaining 
information and communicating among people. The most fundamental data is personal 
accounts and personal social relations. Communities, social interactions, social media, 
e-commerce, and local services can all be built on individuals and their social relations. 
Due to the network effect of social relations, social relations are naturally monopolized 
on the Internet. Fortunately, personal accounts and their social relations can be 
completely decentralized. It is plain text and has a small size; its updates are low-
frequency and do not require ultra-high-performance services. We propose to build a 
Mises decentralized network based on the existing blockchain technology (PBFT, 
Tendermint, Algorand, Etherum 2.0). For detailed technical implementation, please 
refer to the System Design section. 

 
A decentralized account without users' social relations has minimal value. On the other hand, a 
decentralized account should be able to serve a large number of communities and social services. 
Users can use the decentralized account as an ID to access the community and gradually builds 
their social data, but why would they use the community through Mises ID? Why should the 
community support Mises decentralized network? In the early stage of Mises, we have to answer 
these two essential questions first. 
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There are three ways that the Internet helps people acquire information, Portal, Search, and 
Social Media, which correspond to the three natural ways people acquire information. Their 
typical representatives are Yahoo, Google, and Twitter. Portal and      Social Media are usually for 
users to receive new content that they don't know. We believe that in Social Media, the 
distribution of content, the accuracy (meeting the needs of users), and the efficiency of users' 
acquisition of new information still have much room for improvement. 1) The insufficiency of 
the discovery mechanism. In Social media, users obtain new content through the behaviors of the 
users they follow and discover new users they are willing to follow through the discovery 
mechanism. The current discovery mechanism mainly relies on the recommendation stream of 
the system, popular users and mechanisms such as follow streams which are not accurate enough 
for users to acquire content they want. We believe that users' behaviors such as following are a 
better and more precise discovery mechanism; 2) In addition to following people, it is more 
efficient to follow continuously updated content sources, such as RSS feeds; Forum posts; 
WeChat public account; daily updated online novels, and so on. 
 
We will develop a content community Mises Discover based on the following relations, which 
demonstrates the use of Mises ID. The function of the Mises Discover community is embedded 
inside a Mises browser. 
1) The community using Mises ID needs to have a client locally, which has the user's 
private key for signature and authorization; 
2) The browser can access any web page on the Internet, and the built-in Mises 
Discover community function makes it more convenient for users to share content; 
3) Many content apps allow users to share internal content to the browser, aggregating content 
from different Apps. Mises Browser will also be an open-source project. 

 
The Mises Discover community will acquire new users for Mises ID. When the total number 
of Mises ID users exceeds 10 million, its accumulated users and social relations will appeal to 
other communities. When third-party communities support Mises ID as a way to log in, it can 
get free or paid social relation services, for example, 
1) When a user uses Mises ID to log in to a community, if a Mises ID user he follows is also a 
user of the community, the community can recommend to follow that user; 
2) Users can use their social relations to promote communities. In the PC Internet era, there 

used to be open-source forum software called Discuz. The founder of a new forum can start one 
with a simple configuration. Many people want to make a similar App like Discuz on the mobile 
Internet, helping forum operators launch their own forum apps without development, but it was 
unsuccessful. In the mobile era, the most significant difficulty is not App development but the 
channel to acquire users, which is essential for a community.
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Users' basic personal profile information and social relations can be completely decentralized. If 
users want to save a large amount of customized data, we can provide them with decentralized 
storage solution. The customized data will be replicated to 3-4 nodes rather than all nodes. The 
cost of decentralized storage is much higher than that of a centralized network disk. A single 
node has no advantage in terms of scale effect. 
Storing the same content in more than three nodes would cost much more. Therefore, users need to 
pay for decentralized storage. The reasons are as follows. 
1) Pay the operating expenses of the node; 
2) Prevent users from abusing or attacking the decentralized storage space; 
3) The stored content can generate a link separately, and the user can share it to any community. 
To open the shared links, users might need to pay for them depending on the authors' 
configurations. 

 
One of the essential things to run a business on the Internet is acquiring many users. 
Decentralized services can do so by providing communities and storage solution with competent 
user experience compared to centralized services. When decentralized services get more than 10 
million active users, they will become unstoppable. Any centralized service platform will face 
the challenge of decentralized services because decentralized services are more likely to be 
trusted by users. For example, a hotel booking service can collect and aggregate all the 
registered hotel information for users to search via a particular algorithm. A small portion of 
users' payments would be paid to the Mises network and the developers. On the Mises 
decentralized network, it is possible to provide decentralized versions of air ticket booking, 
movie ticket booking, takeaway, e-commerce, and other services, disrupting big centralized 
platforms' monopoly. 

 
System Design 
The first stage of the system is mainly composed of 3 parts. 
1) The validation node of the decentralized network (DSN-V). 
2) The end users' mobile App (DSB), a browser with built-in functions like the 
community, user, signature, and authorization. 
3) A community Mises Discover that supports Mises ID. 

 
DSN-V stores users' personal information and social relation data. All modifications to these 
data require all nodes to reach the consensus with validation before committing to ensure the data 
is consistent across all nodes. 

 
Through DSB, users can create and restore the decentralized Mises ID. It safely store users' 
private keys with encryption. When a user logs in to a third-party community via 
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Mises ID, it will call DSB (or similar App) to request the user's authorization (for logging in and 
accessing specified data). The message will be digitally signed by the DSB with the user's private 
key and send to DSN-V for verification. DNS-V will verify that the message is genuinely from 
the user by check the message's signature with the user's public key. That is to ensure that all 
access to the data is authorized by the user. 

 
The default homepage of the DSB browser is the homepage of Mises Discover. When the 
community needs to modify the user's social relation data, the webpage calls the interface 
provided by DSB through JSBridge, obtains the user's authorization or signature, and connects 
to DSN-V to update the data. 

 
The system architecture of the first stage is shown in the figure: 
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Creation and Restoration of Mises ID 
 
The process of creating Mises ID is as follows. 
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The creation of Mises ID is similar to the HD Wallet address, 
1. Generate a 256-bit number called entropy 
2. Hash the entropy through SHA256 to get a value, take the first few bits (length of 

entropy/32), called checksum 
3. Append the checksum to the end of the entropy to form a new sequence 
4. Form the new sequence as parts, and each part has 11 bits, corresponding to a dictionary 

with predefined 2048 words. 
5. Generate ordered words, aka mnemonic words. 
6. Generate a 512-bit seed with mnemonic words and a salt value through the 

PBKDF2 key extension function [1] 
7. Hash the seed with the irreversible HMAC-SHA512 algorithm to get a 512-bit value. 

The left 256-bit is the master private key (m), and the right 256-bit is the master chain 
code. With the elliptic curve algorithm combining m, we can derive the corresponding 
264-bit master public key (M). The first 20 bits of M are the user's decentralized 
account Mises ID. 

 
If a user downloads DSB, installs it on a mobile phone, it will create a Mises ID and private key 
through the DSB. The private key is encrypted and stored locally on the mobile phone and is 
managed by the DSB. The user can set a local password for DSB to protect the security of the 
private key. DSB also provides a function to restore the user's Mises ID and private key. Thus, 
users only need to enter the mnemonic words when they change to another phone to restore their 
Mises ID. 

 
Users can also choose not to use DSB to create Mises ID. Instead, they can use the recovery 
function of DSB to enter the mnemonic phrase of their existing Ethereum wallet address. 
DSB will create Mises ID based on the wallet address, and DSB will support the wallet 
functions later. Mises ID is compatible with the Ethereum wallet address, which facilitates 
the integration of the Mises network with the existing cryptocurrency world. 

 
Authentication 

 
The process of a user using Mises ID to log in to a third-party community that supports Mises 
ID is shown in the figure below. 
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The community must first register on the Mises network. Then, when an end-user logs in, the 
third-party community asks for the user's authorization to access some specific information 
according to its own needs. 

 
Authorization 

 
After a user log in, a community usually will ask the user to authorize access to the personal 
information and social relations in the user's Mises ID account. Let's take an example of the 
authorization to social relations. The process is shown in the figure: 
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Here we compromise between user convenience and safety. Users do not need to grant new 
access to the community again within a certain period of time. Since DSB has the user's private 
key, it does not need to use Auth2.0, and the authorization can be done through a private key 
signature. We use ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm) to generate the signature 
and do the verification. Refer to [2] for the algorithm details. 

 
P2P Network 

 
Each validation node, aka DSN-V, connects and constitutes the P2P network of Mises. Due to 
the adoption of the PBFT algorithm [3] in the early stage, the number of the validation nodes 
will not exceed 20. Each DSN-V node maintains the list of all other DSN-V nodes, and they 
can communicate freely and bidirectionally. 

 
The Mises network will have several well-known DSN-V nodes. When DSB is compiled, it will 
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incorporate the node configuration file which contains those nodes. When DSB starts, it will 
connect to those DSN-V nodes. DSN-V will also inform DSB of some DSN-V nodes it knows. 
DSB will choose to connect 3 DSN-V nodes and maintain a heartbeat connection with them. 
Other nodes will be stored in the local DSN-V node list. If a node that DSB currently connects 
goes offline or fails, DSB will select another node from the node list to establish a new 
connection. 

 
The Mises network does not assume or guarantee that all nodes are trusted nodes. Hence, 
DSB has to connect to multiple nodes, and sometimes it needs to obtain data from multiple 
nodes and make a comparison to avoid being attacked by malicious nodes. 

 
When the user base grows more prominent, DSB should not directly connect to DSN-V. Instead 
it can connect to a Light Client Daemon (LCD) and communicate with DSN-V through LCD. 
LCD does not have all the blockchain data and does not participate in the formation of 
consensus. It has two functions, allow the Mises network serve more users, and make DSN-V 
more secure, making the entire mises network less likely to collapse due to malicious attacks.  

 
Data Consistency and Tendermint [4] 

 
The nodes of the decentralized network should all keep an identical copy of all user data. Users 
are constantly updating their data. We call the operation of users updating their data as a 
transaction (Tx). In theory, all nodes execute the same transaction in the same order, and the 
user data on the node is consistent. However, because we cannot assume that all nodes are 
trustworthy, the nodes need to reach a consensus to ensure 
1) Tx is verified, and it is indeed initiated by the user and authorized by the user; 
2) The order of Tx execution. 
If Tx is compared with a financial transaction, it is obvious that a blockchain is the most 
suitable solution because it can record the Tx of all users' data. 

 
There are many kinds of blockchain consensus algorithms today, which are roughly classified 
into POW, POS, DPOS, and non-fixed validation nodes like Algorand. They have their 
advantages and disadvantages. POW is the most decentralized, but the Transaction Per 
Second (TPS) is low. A successful POW chain consumes enormous 
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energy. DPOS has a relatively high TPS, but it is not decentralized enough. The 
problems faced by decentralized accounts and social relations are: 
1) Except for user avatars, all the data is in plain text, and thus the amount of data is small; 
2) Users' profile is not updated frequently, and many users might not update their profile for a 
year; 
3) Users may update their social relations at a moderate frequency in the early stage of 
use. After it is stabilized, the update frequency will be lower; 
4) The blockchain does not record financial transactions, and users are unwilling to pay gas fees, 
so it is not suitable to adopt the POW consensus mechanism. In the economic model part, we 
will discuss it in detail. 

 
Tendermint is a well-known open-source project, and it implements the PBFT 
consensus algorithm. Moreover, various notable projects were built based on 
Tendermint, such as Cosmos and Binance DEX, so we choose to implement a POS-
based Mises chain based on Tendermint. The architecture of this part is as follows: 
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The disadvantages of the PBFT algorithm are also obvious: 
1. PBFT can't support a large number of validation nodes because the algorithm's runtime 

complexity is o(n²). When the number of nodes increases, the performance decreases 
exponentially. Typically, there are less than 30 validation nodes. Hence it is a relatively 
weak decentralization. 

2. PBFT only allows no more than 1/3 of malicious nodes, and the ability to resist 
malicious attacks is not as good as the Bitcoin network (less than 50% malicious nodes). 
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BFT has an improved version, and the runtime complexity is enhanced to o(n*log(n)).  Still, it 
is also impossible to have a scale like Bitcoin or Ethereum with around 10,000 validation 
nodes. An overly complex algorithm will reduce the stability of the entire decentralized 
network. Another improvement idea is to support many nodes, but for each round of block 
generation, only a few randomly chosen nodes participate in forming consensus, considering 
both efficiency and decentralization. 

 
We will constantly pay attention to Ethereum 2.0 and Algorand and continuously find a solution 
that considers decentralization and performance. We would like to see more Internet users can join 
the decentralized world. 

 
Mises Economic Model and Token Economy 

 
Mises is a decentralized social network protocol created for users' social relationships and 
decentralized storage. 
 
Generation of MIS 
The generation of MIS includes two methods, one-time generation when the main network is 
started, and later generation with the generation of blocks. 
 
A total of 100 million MIS coins were initially issued, of which 12% for angel investment, 18% for 
the team, 10% for private placement, 20% for public offering, 15% for community, 10% for 
ecological development, and 15% for MIS foundation. After Mises started operating, nodes will 
receive block rewards, the specific reward value is related to the staking rate of MIS. If it exceeds 
the target staking rate, the reward will decrease relatively, and if it is lower than the target staking 
rate, the reward will be relatively increased. The total number of MIS issued will be between 250 
million and 320 million. 
 
Inflation/Issuance 
• Every time a block is produced, all nodes participating in the verification will be issued additional 
rewards, and the nodes will distribute the additional issuance reward pool according to their share 
of voting rights. 
• The initial inflation rate of the genesis block is set to 18%. After that, the annualized inflation rate 
will continuously adjust the height of each block, and the adjustment range is limited. The default 
annual adjustment range is [-13% - 13%], and the annual inflation rate satisfies an upper and lower 
limit, and the first year is limited to [ 10% - 20%]. 
• The system's annualized inflation rate is dynamically adjusted, which is related to two factors, the 
current staking rate and time. 
• Impact of overall staking rate: 
– When the staking rate is low, increasing the rate of return on staking encourages staking, and a 
high staking rate will ensure that the system is more stable and resistant to attacks. When the 
staking rate is too high, the rate of return is reduced and liquidity is improved. 
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– The proposed target staking rate is 34%. When the staking rate is lower than the target, the 
annualized inflation will increase, otherwise it will decrease. When the preset target is reached, the 
inflation rate will remain stable. 
– Adjustment formula for the range of the height inflation rate of each block: (1 - current staking 
rate / target staking rate) * annual adjustment range limit / number of blocks produced per year. 
• The influence of time factor: 
– We hope that the overall inflation rate will decrease year by year, and there will be almost no 
additional issuance in a few years, so that the interests of early investors can be guaranteed in the 
long run. 
– In the case of low inflation in the future, validators will earn more through gas fees. 
– At each block height, the upper and lower limits of the inflation rate will be adjusted once, and 
the adjustment target is to decrease by 10% every year. For example, the inflation range limit will 
be changed to [9.0% - 18%] from the second year, and the inflation range limit will be changed 
from the third year to [8.1% - 16.2%]. 
 
The chart below deduces the change in inflation under different staking rates 
From the chart, we can see the impact of the staking rate and time on the inflation rate. After 
decades, the system will basically no longer have inflation, and the total MIS issued by the system 
will be between 250 million and 320 million. 
 
The case where the staking rate is 50% 
 
year  inflation rate(change 

limit) 
inflation rate 
limit 

inflated 
MIS 

total MIS 

2023 16.90%(-6.12%) 20.00% - 
10.00% 

16898823 116898823 

2024 14.28%(-6.12%) 18.00% - 9.00% 16691412 133590235 

2025 12.06%(-6.12%) 16.20% - 8.10% 16116997 149707232 

2026 10.19%(-6.12%) 14.58% - 7.29% 15260848 164968080 

2027 8.61%(-6.12%) 13.12% - 6.56% 14208959 179177039 

2028 7.28%(-6.12%) 11.81% - 5.90% 13039808 192216847 

2029 6.15%(-6.12%) 10.63% - 5.31% 11819708 204036555 

2030 5.20%(-6.12%) 9.57% - 4.78% 10601071 214637626 

2031 4.39%(-6.12%) 8.61% - 4.30% 9422673 224060299 

2032 3.87%(-6.12%) 7.75% - 3.87% 8680555 232740854 

2033 3.49%(-6.12%) 6.97% - 3.49% 8115171 240856025 

2034 3.14%(-6.12%) 6.28% - 3.14% 7558317 248414342 

2035 2.82%(-6.12%) 5.65% - 2.82% 7015954 255430296 

2036 2.54%(-6.12%) 5.08% - 2.54% 6492695 261922991 

2037 2.29%(-6.12%) 4.58% - 2.29% 5991957 267914948 

2038 2.06%(-6.12%) 4.12% - 2.06% 5516131 273431079 

2039 1.85%(-6.12%) 3.71% - 1.85% 5066733 278497812 

2040 1.67%(-6.12%) 3.34% - 1.67% 4644558 283142370 
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2041 1.50%(-6.12%) 3.00% - 1.50% 4249815 287392185 

2042 1.35%(-6.12%) 2.70% - 1.35% 3882242 291274427 

2043 1.22%(-6.12%) 2.43% - 1.22% 3541217 294815644 

2044 1.09%(-6.12%) 2.19% - 1.09% 3225842 298041486 

2045 0.98%(-6.12%) 1.97% - 0.98% 2935025 300976511 

2046 0.89%(-6.12%) 1.77% - 0.89% 2667536 303644047 

2047 0.80%(-6.12%) 1.60% - 0.80% 2422060 306066107 

2048 0.72%(-6.12%) 1.44% - 0.72% 2197242 308263349 

2049 0.65%(-6.12%) 1.29% - 0.65% 1991714 310255063 

2050 0.58%(-6.12%) 1.16% - 0.58% 1804125 312059188 

2051 0.52%(-6.12%) 1.05% - 0.52% 1633154 313692342 

2052 0.47%(-6.12%) 0.94% - 0.47% 1477531 315169873 

 
The case where the staking rate is 60% 
year  inflation rate(change 

limit) 
inflation rate 
limit 

inflated 
MIS 

total MIS 

2023 16.21%(-9.94%) 20.00% - 
10.00% 

16210588 116210588 

2024 13.14%(-9.94%) 18.00% - 9.00% 15269093 131479681 

2025 10.65%(-9.94%) 16.20% - 8.10% 14002157 145481838 

2026 8.63%(-9.94%) 14.58% - 7.29% 12557809 158039647 

2027 7.00%(-9.94%) 13.12% - 6.56% 11057066 169096713 

2028 5.90%(-9.94%) 11.81% - 5.90% 9984991 179081704 

2029 5.31%(-9.94%) 10.63% - 5.31% 9517135 188598839 

2030 4.78%(-9.94%) 9.57% - 4.78% 9020624 197619463 

2031 4.30%(-9.94%) 8.61% - 4.30% 8506869 206126332 

2032 3.87%(-9.94%) 7.75% - 3.87% 7985756 214112088 

2033 3.49%(-9.94%) 6.97% - 3.49% 7465626 221577714 

2034 3.14%(-9.94%) 6.28% - 3.14% 6953343 228531057 

2035 2.82%(-9.94%) 5.65% - 2.82% 6454392 234985449 

2036 2.54%(-9.94%) 5.08% - 2.54% 5973014 240958463 

2037 2.29%(-9.94%) 4.58% - 2.29% 5512356 246470819 

2038 2.06%(-9.94%) 4.12% - 2.06% 5074615 251545434 

2039 1.85%(-9.94%) 3.71% - 1.85% 4661187 256206621 

2040 1.67%(-9.94%) 3.34% - 1.67% 4272804 260479425 

2041 1.50%(-9.94%) 3.00% - 1.50% 3909656 264389081 

2042 1.35%(-9.94%) 2.70% - 1.35% 3571504 267960585 

2043 1.22%(-9.94%) 2.43% - 1.22% 3257775 271218360 

2044 1.09%(-9.94%) 2.19% - 1.09% 2967643 274186003 

2045 0.98%(-9.94%) 1.97% - 0.98% 2700103 276886106 

2046 0.89%(-9.94%) 1.77% - 0.89% 2454024 279340130 

2047 0.80%(-9.94%) 1.60% - 0.80% 2228196 281568326 

2048 0.72%(-9.94%) 1.44% - 0.72% 2021373 283589699 
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2049 0.65%(-9.94%) 1.29% - 0.65% 1832296 285421995 

2050 0.58%(-9.94%) 1.16% - 0.58% 1659721 287081716 

2051 0.52%(-9.94%) 1.05% - 0.52% 1502435 288584151 

2052 0.47%(-9.94%) 0.94% - 0.47% 1359268 289943419 

 
The case where the staking rate is 70% 
year  inflation rate(change 

limit) 
inflation rate 
limit 

inflated 
MIS 

total MIS 

2023 15.52%(-13.76%) 20.00% - 
10.00% 

15522352 115522352 

2024 12.05%(-13.76%) 18.00% - 9.00% 13917176 129439528 

2025 9.35%(-13.76%) 16.20% - 8.10% 12102625 141542153 

2026 7.29%(-13.76%) 14.58% - 7.29% 10318422 151860575 

2027 6.56%(-13.76%) 13.12% - 6.56% 9963572 161824147 

2028 5.90%(-13.76%) 11.81% - 5.90% 9555554 171379701 

2029 5.31%(-13.76%) 10.63% - 5.31% 9107819 180487520 

2030 4.78%(-13.76%) 9.57% - 4.78% 8632662 189120182 

2031 4.30%(-13.76%) 8.61% - 4.30% 8141003 197261185 

2032 3.87%(-13.76%) 7.75% - 3.87% 7642302 204903487 

2033 3.49%(-13.76%) 6.97% - 3.49% 7144542 212048029 

2034 3.14%(-13.76%) 6.28% - 3.14% 6654291 218702320 

2035 2.82%(-13.76%) 5.65% - 2.82% 6176799 224879119 

2036 2.54%(-13.76%) 5.08% - 2.54% 5716125 230595244 

2037 2.29%(-13.76%) 4.58% - 2.29% 5275279 235870523 

2038 2.06%(-13.76%) 4.12% - 2.06% 4856364 240726887 

2039 1.85%(-13.76%) 3.71% - 1.85% 4460717 245187604 

2040 1.67%(-13.76%) 3.34% - 1.67% 4089038 249276642 

2041 1.50%(-13.76%) 3.00% - 1.50% 3741508 253018150 

2042 1.35%(-13.76%) 2.70% - 1.35% 3417900 256436050 

2043 1.22%(-13.76%) 2.43% - 1.22% 3117663 259553713 

2044 1.09%(-13.76%) 2.19% - 1.09% 2840010 262393723 

2045 0.98%(-13.76%) 1.97% - 0.98% 2583977 264977700 

2046 0.89%(-13.76%) 1.77% - 0.89% 2348480 267326180 

2047 0.80%(-13.76%) 1.60% - 0.80% 2132365 269458545 

2048 0.72%(-13.76%) 1.44% - 0.72% 1934437 271392982 

2049 0.65%(-13.76%) 1.29% - 0.65% 1753492 273146474 

2050 0.58%(-13.76%) 1.16% - 0.58% 1588339 274734813 

2051 0.52%(-13.76%) 1.05% - 0.52% 1437818 276172631 

2052 0.47%(-13.76%) 0.94% - 0.47% 1300808 277473439 
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Participants in the economic model 
User: User of Mises network 
DApp: DApp using Mises network 
Node: A service provider running Mises decentralized software to provide services to users 
Foundation: The team that develops, operates and expands the Mises network 
 
User 
The user’s basic behavior (personal data, social relations) in the DApp uses the Mises network, and 
the DApp pays for gas fee; users need to pay the gas fee for MIS transfer; users use decentralized 
storage: 1) To store content, need to pay according to content size and storage time; 2) To watch 
the paid content of other users, you need to pay according to the Mises network calculation price + 
the user-specified price, of which the user-specified part is distributed to the foundation, nodes and 
publishing users in proportion, respectively 10%, 30% and 60%. 
 
DApp 
DApp pays gas fees for using Mises network for the basic behavior of its users; DApp needs to 
stake MIS for Mises network to pay for network services, and the staked MIS shall not be less than 
10,000; early DApps can apply for foundation funding, all funded MIS must be staked, and later 
DApps need to purchase MIS by themselves; DApp using the decentralized advertising service of 
Mises network will get 40% of revenue. In addition, the foundation will get 10%, the node will get 
20%, and all users who watch the advertisement will get 30%. 
 
Node 
To run a node, you need to stake MIS to get incentives. Each node stakes at least 1 million MIS and 
at most 5 million MIS. The number of staking is positively correlated with the probability of the 
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node producing blocks; nodes producing blocks will receive gas fees for transactions, and will also 
receive additional block production rewards; node offering a decentralized storage service: 1) 
Obtain the storage fee paid by the content owner 2) Obtain the Mises network calculated price paid 
by the viewing user + 30% of the user specified price; the node is a decentralized advertising 
service: 20% of advertising revenue. 
 
Foundation 
The foundation collects 10% of decentralized storage and decentralized advertising revenue 
The foundation will fund the development of third-party communities, games and other DApps 
based on the Mises network 
 
When a new block is generated, the DSN-V nodes will receive Mises coin as an 
incentive. This incentive comes from the issuance of additional Mises coin. 7.5 million 
additional Mises coins are issued each year, of which 10% is given to the development team as 
R&D funds. The remaining will be rewarded to all the DSN-V nodes proportionally based on 
the number of Mises coins they stake. To become a DNS-V node, it must stake at least 1 million 
Mises coins, but no more than 10 million coins. If a node commits evil, the staked coins will be 
burned after the DAO vote is passed, and the Mises network will permanently reject the node. 
 
In addition to the above issuance methods, Mises coin has a last issuance method. When the 
number of Mises ID active users exceeds 4 million, 8 million, …400*2^n, the community can 
propose and approve additional issuance. 10% of the funds raised will be given to the 
development team, and the rest will go to the market-making fund. 
 
In the second stage of the development of the Mises network, we will develop a decentralized 
storage service (see the "Roadmap" section). Users can pay to store their most important 
documents or posts published in Mises Discover in the Mises network. We also learned from the 
well-known project Filecoin. Because it does not incentivize miners to provide bandwidth, there 
are almost no real decentralized storage applications running on it. FIL becomes just another 
financial tool. And the Mises network can solve this problem. The content stored by the user can 
be paid at the time of access, and the price is set by the user (Mises coin), but it's not allowed to 
be lower than the minimum network bandwidth cost. 10% of the revenue will go to the 
development team, 30% to the nodes that provide storage and bandwidth services for the 
content, and 60% will reward the users who publish the content.
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Mises network will also develop decentralized online advertising services (see the "Roadmap" 
section). Merchants can buy Mises coin and place Ads in communities. 10% of the advertising 
revenue goes to the development team, 20% to DSN-V nodes, 40% to the community that advertises, 
and 30% to the users watching the advertisement. Decentralized online advertising services are 
challenging to implement. It must have an excellent decentralized anti-spam method. It’s a complex 
problem because it does not have the user's behavior data in the community. 
 
There will also be many disruptive decentralized services on the Mises network, such as hotel 
booking, air ticket booking, e-commerce, and food delivery services. Based on it, many current 
Internet services can be decentralized in many ways. Breaking the monopoly in more fields will 
allow service providers and creators to obtain more income. DNS-V nodes can also have more 
sources of income so that DAO can propose to reduce the transaction fee for each transaction 
gradually. If the transaction rate becomes as low as 1/10000 coins, the Mises network can support 
micropayments and let the cryptocurrency gain a much more comprehensive range of use. 

 
Roadmap 

 
1) Mises MVP concept verification stage 2021.05-2021.10 
Complete system design, white paper, and develop MVP; 
Seek angel investment; 
Recruit developers. 
 
2) Release the first Mises product to end-users 2021.10-2022.02 
Developed the first release for end-users, including decentralized networks, mobile 
browsers, and content-based communities; 
Seek private equity investment, DSN-V node investment; 
Recruit developers and marketing staff. 
 
3) Mises supports decentralized storage 2022.03-2022.09 
Users can pay to store their files on the Mises network; 
Users can mark their content as paid content and share it on the Internet. Anyone who wants to 
watch it needs to pay Mises coin; 
The community supports the Favorites function, in which users can store favorites and some posts 
on the decentralized network; 
Build an open-source developer community. 
 
4) Improvement of Mises’ existing service functions and performance 2022.10-2023.09 
Mises Discover community supports complete decentralization for paying users. 
 
5) Prospects, no specific time plan 
Decentralized hotel booking; 
Decentralized air ticket booking; 
Decentralized e-commerce; 
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Decentralized food delivery service. 
 

 
To Be Continued 
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